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  [image: Jan van de Winkel, CEO, Genmab]In first major M&A, Genmab adding Profoundbio for $1.8B
Investors might not have been overly excited, but Genmab A/S executives enthused about the “complementarity” of its proposed acquisition of antibody-drug conjugate (ADC)...
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  [image: Hand holding dollar sign on yellow background]Asensus weighs $96M Storz offer, takes $20M bridge loan
Asensus Surgical Inc. grabbed a $10 million lifeline from prospective suitor Karl Storz SE & Co. KG, which has offered to buy the cash-strapped company for 35 cents per...
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  [image: AI-generated illustration showing a brain in an hour glass with most of the sand at the bottom]Aging, and aging well, gives clues for dementia drug discovery
Ironically, the first person to be diagnosed with what is now Alzheimer’s disease was missing its major risk factor. When she first began showing symptoms of dementia in...
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  [image: Green approved stamp]Astellas wins first approval of Vyloy in gastric cancer in Japan
Japan’s Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare approved Astellas Pharma Inc.’s Vyloy (zolbetuximab) to treat a type of advanced gastric cancer on March 26, making it the...
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BioWorld Insider Podcast
Six biopharma executives consider a tough 2023 and are hopeful for a better 2024.
Listen now
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